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Pivovar J. Germany national policy to attract private sector support gifted per-

son after reunification in 1990 year
The article is devoted to studying the typical features and principles of cooperation of 

public and private initiative of Federal Republic of Germany in the branch of supporting the 
gifted personality since 1990 year.

The close cooperation of public and private efforts of the German state about
education of gifted person has a long history. Implementation support for talented youth with 
the private sector after the establishment of the united German state in 1990 was one of the 
priority areas of reform of the public education system for gifted person. For a sample was 
taken most of the principles of the educational system of West Germany, to quickly bring it to 
European standards.

The intent of the article is to analyze the typical features and principles of cooperation 
between governmental and private initiative of Germany in support talented youth after 
reunification in 1990. Since the financial support of the person with high skills involving the 
private sector in Germany has a long tradition (from patronage from feudal times to create 
societies, associations and foundations of modern democracy), the article draws attention to 
lighting effects medieval social funds (Augsburg and Valentine Ostertag), democratic 
principles of filantropic pedagogy I. Basedov and H.-H. Salzmann, W. Stern experimental 
studies on the formation of modern educational policy of Germany to train talented young 
people. This study examined also the differences in attracting private companies to financial 
support gifted youth in East and West Germany, in particular, it was found that the People’s 
Democratic Republic was a typical working closely with the government and the full 
implementation and accountability government program to promote the spiritual and physical 
development German youth, and therefore help gifted pupils and students with research 
conducted mostly in the ideological sense, but not financially.

In West Germany also paid more attention to providing material side contests, 
competitions, tournaments etc., including financing of specialized psycho-pedagogical staff to 
work with talented youth. After reunification in 1990, the West German educational activities 
of private funds were distributed in the five new federal states that were formerly within the 
GDR, they were involved in the creation of a national network (the bank) gifted youth to 
participate in international cooperation of private organizations in support of gifted person 
and so on.

Thus, the private sector of Germany in this area after the establishment of the unified 
country is characterized by complex, diverse shapes and areas of development assistance the 
young generation of the country.
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